MOD Armory Night Vision Mounting Kit

P/N: MODNVMKit-962
Kit Includes one of each of the
following:


4-hole carbon shroud



Auto shutoff j arm



Night Vision Helmet Mount

Kit meets MIL-STD-810

MOD Armory 4-Hole Carbon Fiber Shroud













1.4 ounces compared to 3.5 ounces for the standard US military issue metal shroud
The 4-hole Night Vision Shroud is a molded carbon fiber reinforced optical interface
mounting platform. At 1.4 oz., the Shroud’s strength and lighter weight makes it the
best available option, on the market today.
The high strength component construction and superior design insures a perfect fit
with all standard bracket-style NVG mounts.
Low profile design will not snag on risers during airborne operations.
It has a 4-hole design that fits any FAST Ballistic, ACH, ECH, MICH, PASGT, and
Crye AirFrame. This can be done with either a standard three-hole
MARSOC/WARCOM drill pattern or single hole MICH/ ACH bolt hole pattern.
The shroud also makes it possible to mount lights, video, camera, imaging, strobes.
The Shroud frame features multiple bungee and lanyard mounting points for
compatibility with visors and additional mountable equipment the customer may
utilize.
The Shroud is now offered in three different colors: Black, Coyote, and OD Green.
100% Made in the U.S.A.

MOD Armory Auto shutoff J-arm



1.58 ounces compared to 2.17 ounces for
standard US military issue plastic j-arm.
 Introducing the MOD Armory Auto Shutoff
PVS-14 J Arm with dovetail or bayonet
interface.
 Available in standard mil-spec bayonet
configuration, this friction set arm allows for
faster, more precise, adjustment than peer
products. Easy travel from left to right eye,
and back again.
 Now featuring a true auto shutoff feature which
is engaged when the PVS-14 is removed.
 Material Construction Type III anodized, Light
Weight, Aerospace Grade Metals, and High
Wear Resistant Delrin.
 These innovative materials create a much
stronger arm over the standard, plastic
construction, which is prone to breakage.
 Precision design and machining give a tight,
snug fit when engaged into the helmet mount.
 Accommodates NVG AN/PVS-14 Suite and
many other monoculars with J arm port
 Friction setting allows easy travel (Left or
Right Eye) without having to adjust a knob


100% Made in the U.S.A.

Night Vision Helmet Mount












6.3 oz. same weight as the current US
military issue mount
NVG helmet mount for the AN/PVS-7B/D or
the AN/PVS-14. Ergonomically optimized for
safety, this product is truly intuitively user
friendly in its operation.
This mount features fore and aft travel and
tilt adjustment, and will accept any night
vision device or adapter with a standard
interface.
Mount also features variable height
adjustment for complete adjustability
It has an auto shut-off feature that will turn
off the night vision device when stowed, or
when device is removed from mount.
The arm articulates with a “force to
overcome” motion meaning the user simply
pushes the device upward or down into
position.
100% Made in the U.S.A.

